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ABSTRACT Periodic nanostructures fabricated by interference lithography can be precisely designed to have a specific cell geometry,
topology, and porosity in contrast to typical stochastic cellular materials. We use nanoindentation to elucidate the mechanical
characteristics of the nanoframe as a function of its relative density and model the deformation behavior via numerical simulations.
The nanoframe exhibits a scaling exponent of relative modulus versus relative density of 1.26, which is less sensitive than for
conventional foams. Moreover, the nanoframe shows large mechanical energy dissipation/volume (up to 4.5 MJ/m3), comparable to
the highest values achieved in the conventional polymer foams but at a far smaller strain. Counterintuitively, a nanoframe of smaller
relative density can dissipate more energy per volume because the geometry of the nanoframe evolves during deformation to engage
more of the material in plastic deformation. The results demonstrate how geometrical control at the nano- and microstructural scale
can tailor modulus and energy dissipation and suggest means for engineering of mechanically superior materials in the future.
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Despite major advances in the enhancement of the
mechanical properties of materials, the control of
these properties still relies largely on bulk process-

ing to influence the material’s microstructure. This is equally
true for cellular (or porous) structures, which are generally
produced by stochastic processing with a range of open and
closed cell geometries and sizes.1-4 Recently, by fabricating
randomly porous metals, stronger materials are possible due
to the nanoscale dimensions of the ligaments.5-7 Ordered
cellular structures can offer opportunities to engineer a set
of physical properties including optical,8,9 thermal,10,11

acoustic12,13 as well as chemical properties14,15 by virtue of
their high specific surface area/volume and fluidic perme-
ability. A relatively new class of cellular materials, holo-
graphically defined nanoframes has been fabricated by light-
induced cross-linking of photoresists using interference of
multiple laser beams (interference lithography).9,16,17 Unlike
traditional cellular materials, the cell geometry and topology
of the holographic periodic nanoframes can be rationally
designed. Interference lithography gives precise control of
the geometry, scale and volume fraction of the microstruc-
ture while post exposure baking and flood illumination gives
control of the cross-link density of the material. The cross-
link density combined with the length scale, geometry and
porosity of the structures, tailor and determine the system’s
overall mechanical behavior. Thus, nanoframes made by
interference lithography may lead to improved mechanical
properties beyond specific stiffness including enhanced
energy absorption and fracture toughness, which are in

demand to develop smart structures for response to specific
stress conditions (e.g., advanced personnel protection ar-
mor).18

There have been several preliminary mechanical property
studies of periodic bicontinuous polymer nanoframes,19-24

but as yet, no systematic experimental study as a function
of relative density (FR). Here, we elucidate how the mechan-
ical characteristics depend on FR, including anisotropic
deformation, elastic moduli, the elastic deformation limit,
plastic deformation modes, and energy dissipation. The
nanoframe structures show transitions in both elastic and
plastic responses as a function of FR, originating from their
unique holographically defined topology, which allows a
nanoframe of a lower FR to absorb more energy per unit
volume than those of a higher FR at a fixed structural
periodicity when subject to the same loading conditions.
Moreover, we find that the dissipated energy per unit volume
in compression of our periodic nanoframes is substantially
larger than that of conventional polymer foams at the same
compressive strain.

A photocross-linkable epoxy resin (SU-8, Microchem) was
chosen to fabricate epoxy nanoframes using multiple beam
interference lithography because SU-8 shows a relatively
uniform dose throughout the film due to its very low absorp-
tion in the near-UV range.25 Moreover, the cross-linked
epoxy exhibits good chemical resistance, thermal and me-
chanical properties, and has been extensively used as a
structural material in MEMS devices and as a matrix in
various composite materials.26 We spin coat SU-8 monomer
onto a precross-linked SU-8 buffer layer film supported by a
glass substrate. A three-dimensional (3D) latent chemical
image is then formed within the top SU-8 layer by interfer-
ence lithography16 using four ultraviolet (UV) laser beams
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(λ ) 355 nm) from a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser. In the
configuration of the four beams, a circularly polarized center
beam is incident perpendicular to the surface of the SU-8
layer. Three side beams are equally spaced around the
azimuth, are linearly polarized in transverse magnetic mode,
and are tilted 56° to the film surface normal to minimize
reflection at the air-SU-8 and SU-8-glass interfaces. A 3D
latent chemical image is formed in the SU-8 monomer layer
by the 4-beam interference. Figure 1a shows the iso-intensity
surface of the 4-beam laser interference for an array of 1 ×
2 unit cells. The isointensity structure in SU-8 layer has R3
symmetry with the in-plane periodicity (along [112̄]) equal
to 0.86 µm with the periodicity along the film surface normal
(along [111]) equal to 1.61 µm. To better depict the topology
of the structure, a skeletal graph of the nanoframe is shown
in Figure 1b. The basic motif consists of a thick vertical post
with six (3 oriented upward and 3 downward) obliquely
oriented thin struts. The structure has 3-fold symmetry along
the z-axis ([111], the main strut axis). After exposure, the
sample is then baked to initiate cross-linking in the high

exposure areas, and the uncross-linked areas are subse-
quently washed out in a development process. A nanoframe
on a substrate undergoes a large vertical shrinkage during
processing (40-60%) because of photopolymerization and
solvent development steps.27 As a result, an actual nanof-
rame has a smaller z-axis repeat as depicted in Figure 1c and
the space group transforms to R32.28 Thus, the final epoxy
nanoframe will have a periodicity along [111] ranging from
1.1 to 0.8 µm depending on FR.

Ideally FR can be controlled by varying the exposure dose.
However, the actual value of FR is a combined result of the
exposure dose and the vertical shrinkage, inversely propor-
tional to the exposure dose. We determine FR via measure-
ment of the effective refractive index (neff) of a nanoframe
using the Bruggemann effective medium approximation,29

FR(nSU8
2 - neff

2 )/(2neff
2 + nSU8

2 ) ) (1 - FR)(neff
2 - nair

2 )/(2neff
2 + nair

2 ).
Reflectance measurements in the mid-infrared range (λ )
3-7 µm) allow determination of neff, since each nanoframe
can be considered as an effective medium due to the
sufficiently large wavelength of light relative to the nanof-
rame feature size. The theoretical range of FR from the
isointensity surface that defines the bicontinuous distribution
of solid and pore space varies from 0.2 to 0.8, however the
experimentally attainable range of FR is approximately 0.5
to 0.75 because the thin struts are unstable at lower FR due
to the low contrast of the strut relative to the matrix
background (e.g., see the strut region in Figure 1a) and due
to the densification of the structures by the vertical shrinkage.

In addition, we also take into account the dose depen-
dence of mechanical properties. The exposure dose to vary
FR results in different cross-link densities, and moreover due
to the local variation of light intensity (see Figure 1a) even
within a given structure, there is a variation in cross-link
density.20 Thus, UV dose dependent mechanical properties
of SU-8 should be studied as well as the properties that are
dependent on FR of nanoframes. We employ a nanoinden-
tation technique (TI900 TriboIndenter, Hysitron Inc.) to test
solid SU-8 films and nanoframes. The maximum loads (0.6
and 1.2 mN) are applied by a diamond spherical indenter,
10 µm radius, with the same rate of loading and unloading
(60 µN/sec). For purposes of comparing the different materi-
als, an effective indentation modulus can be calculated by
the Oliver-Pharr model30,31 from the unloading curve. First,
we evaluate the properties of uniform SU-8 films. As seen
in Figure 1d, the indentation modulus of the uniform SU-8
films exposed to 355 nm UV starts at about 4.5 GPa and
reaches a maximum of 5.4 GPa at a dose of 2 mJ/mm2. We
also calculated energy dissipation (WA), the area enclosed
by loading and unloading curves, as an indicator of plastic
deformation during loading. As expected, the plasticity of
the uniform SU-8 films is more sensitive to cross-linking than
the modulus since the material is in its glassy state at room
temperature for all cross-link densities (Tg > 100 °C).21 The
loss of plasticity at higher doses causes the energy dissipa-
tion to drop rapidly and saturates to a rather small value

FIGURE 1. Schematic of the nanoframe structure fabricated by
interference lithography. (a) The isointensity surface of four-beam
laser interference in a SU-8 layer for FR of 0.5 is shown with the
interior strut intensity profiles at the boundaries of the cells. The
figure has 1 × 2 cells bounded by the (111), (112̄), and (1̄10) planes.
In the intensity profile of the xz-plane (b) a skeletal graph shows
the connectivity of the iso-intensity surface with basic structural
motif consisting of six thin lateral struts and a thicker single vertical
post. Each layer of the motifs along [111] is depicted with different
color. (c) A structure after 47% vertical shrinkage as defined by
contraction of z-coordinates of the original iso-intensity surface. (d)
Indentation modulus and energy dissipation of uniform SU-8 films
as a function of 355 nm UV dose before (dashed lines) and after (solid
lines) the extra 365 nm UV flood exposure with a dose of 120 mJ/
mm2 and bake.
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(∼25% of the value of the lowest dose). Indeed, the films
with the highest cross-link density are nearly fully elastic at
these loads as evidenced by the unloading curve retracing
the loading curve and also evidenced by atomic force
microscope (AFM) inspection of the SU-8 film after indenta-
tion which shows no residual depression. The differences
in mechanical responses resulting from variable cross-link
densities in SU8 can be greatly reduced by an additional
flood exposure (λ ) 365 nm) at a dose of 120 mJ/mm2,
followed by an hour-long bake at 75 °C (for the nanoframes
this treatment is done after the development step).

The spherical indenter has a contact area covering at least
30 unit cells over the top surface, so the applied contact
pressure is predominantly along the z-axis (sample surface
normal) as seen in the to-scale-schematic (Figure 2a). In-
dentation (0.6 or 1.2 mN) leaves a residual surface depres-
sion on the nanoframe as shown in the AFM height image
in Figure 2b. Interestingly, an outline of the residual indent
is not circular, reflecting the anisotropic nature of the nanof-
rame. The imprint is an equiangular 6-sided polygon (but
not a hexagon) consistent with the 3-fold symmetry about
the z-axis as seen in Figure 1b. Representative load-displace-

ment curves are shown in Figure 2c for different FR. In
general, for the same loads, the load-displacement curves
of nanoframes show elastic-plastic deformation while a
similarly cross-linked homogeneous SU-8 film displays a
negligible amount of plastic deformation. The relative in-
dentation moduli E*(FR)/ES are plotted in Figure 2d, where
ES and E*(FR) are the indentation modulus of the reference
cross-linked SU-8 film and the FR-dependent indentation
modulus of nanoframes, respectively. The moduli derived
from the larger load of 1.2 mN are not sensitive to FR and
give higher values than those determined from the 0.6 mN
load. This is because the moduli are calculated from the
elastic recovery of plastically deformed densified nanof-
rames that have an effectively higher relative density and a
somewhat distorted structure than the initial undeformed
structure as well as from the larger elastic contribution from
the underlying homogeneous SU-8 layer. Therefore, the
moduli determined from the lower maximum load provide
a better measure of the intrinsic properties of the nanof-
rame. The relative modulus is 0.45 for the nanoframe with
the largest value of FR of 0.75; in other words, introducing
25% of air space results in a 55% decrease in modulus. This
modulus reduction relative to a uniform SU-8 film is prima-
rily due to the cellular structure but is also influenced by the
leaching of oligomers during development of the nanoframe
epoxy prior to the final flood exposure and long bake. The
relative modulus of cellular solids have been found (in the
limit of low FR) to scale as E*/ES ∼ FR

n. A scaling exponent n
close to 1 indicates stretch-dominated deformation behavior
of the struts whereas a quadratic exponent typically indicates
bending-dominated deformation.32 Various cellular materi-
als have been found to exhibit different scaling exponents
such as metal foams (n ∼ 1-3),2 silica aerogel (n ∼ 3.7),33

ordered nanoporous silica (n ∼ 0.6-1),4 while an anisotropic
natural cellular material like cork has n ∼ 1 for the axial
direction and n ∼ 3 for the radial direction.34 Our nanoframe
results show a slope of 1.26 for FR < 0.65 and a smaller slope
for densities above FR. A transition in the dissipative behavior
of the nanoframes at this same relative density was also
observed. These transitions indicate a change in the under-
lying deformation mechanisms once FR exceeds 0.65.

The indent load-unload curves for the nanoframe ma-
terial (Figure 2c) reveal the elastic-plastic nature of the
indentation behavior for these indent loads. The dependence
of the plasticity on FR is further studied by examining the
dependence of the degree of residual deformation (DRD) and
WA as a function of FR. The manner in which the DRD
depends on FR (see Figure 3a) can provide an indicator of
plasticity. Here we define the DRD as the residual indenta-
tion volume normalized to its maximum indentation vol-
ume, (the volume of material displaced by the 10 µm radius
sphere at its maximum distance into the sample). In contrast
to a negligible DRD of the solid SU-8 material, the nanof-
rames exhibit a large DRD that is proportional to the poros-
ity, 1 - FR. This means, as expected, that the more porous

FIGURE 2. Indentation tests for the set of (fully) cross-linked samples
with variable relative density. (a) Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) micrograph with a schematic of the 10 µm radius spherical
indenter. A 2.5 µm thick nanoframe is supported by a uniform 12.5
µm thick SU-8 film. (b) AFM height image of the residual indentation
by a 1.2 mN load applied for 10 s (image was taken after about 60
days). (c) Selected load-displacement curves with maximum loads
of 0.6 and 1.2mN (loading rate of 60 µN/sec) versus volume fraction
of cross-linked SU-8 nanoframe. (d) The relative moduli of nanof-
rames for the two different maximum loads, 0.6 (red circle) and 1.2
mN (green circle) are shown with a fitting curve to the 0.6 mN-data
for FR < 0.65. For reference, the quadratic scaling curve (dashed line)
is also plotted.
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materials undergo larger plastic deformation at a given load.
We also see the data from 1.2 mN load have higher DRD
because a deeper indentation within a finite thickness
nanoframe causes more plastic deformation. Figure 3b
shows how the energy dissipation characteristics depend on
the maximum indentation depth. It is clear that WA has a
linear dependence with the maximum indentation depth
and the dependency is larger for the higher maximum load
due to the nonlinearity of deformation and the greater
influence of the finite-thickness of nanoframes at higher
loads. However, the linear fitting curves for the two sets of
data have nearly the same value of x-intercept (110 nm),
which indicates the nanoframes do not provide plastic
energy dissipation when the indentation depth is below
∼5% of total nanoframe thickness regardless of FR.

The WA plot of nanoframes in Figure 3c shows more
energy is dissipated at lower FR; specifically there is a more
than 200% increase in energy absorption by reducing FR

from 0.75 to 0.5 for the two maximum loads, which is
consistent with the trend of DRD with FR in Figure 3a. This
is because WA is associated with plastic deformation. More-
over, WA is rapidly increased as the volume fraction of solid
drops below 0.65. Although the WA transition is due to
dissipation, this trend is related to the indentation modulus

transition observed earlier in Figure 2d, where both are
governed by a change in deformation mechanism at this
volume fraction.

To explore the elastic-plastic indentation of the nanof-
rame films, we employ an axisymmetric finite element
analysis (FEA) model of the indentation process. The FEA
model is composed of an effective nanoframe layer of
thickness 2.5 µm (approximately two unit cells thick) and a
fully dense buffer layer of thickness 12.5 µm. The upper
nanoframe layer was assumed to possess isotropic elastic-
porous plastic constitutive behavior35 with material proper-
ties determined by fitting the two-layer model to the experi-
mental data. The FEA model accounts for the finite thickness
of the nanoframe layer and the influence of the substrate
on the indentation behavior and hence provides a more
accurate means to isolate the effective properties of the
nanoframe layer. From the FEA simulations, the volume of
the plastic zone at the maximum load of 0.6 mN can be
calculated for different FR. For instance, in Figure 3d, the
volumes of the plastic zones are ∼17 and 8 µm3 for FR of
0.5 and 0.75, which are 20 times larger than their corre-
sponding maximum residual indentation volumes. With this
information on the plastic zones, we can estimate an energy
dissipation density (WA/volume of plastic zone) although we
do recognize that the plastic strain is not uniform over this
volume. Indentation to a load of 0.6 mN gives an energy
dissipation density for FR ) 0.75 of 3.6 MJ/m3 compared to
a value of 4.5 MJ/m3 for FR ) 0.5. This result seems
counterintuitive as less material dissipates more energy, but
the situation is that a nanoframe having a lower FR has a 3D
geometry more conducive to plastic deformation. Moreover,
the demonstrated energy dissipation value for this direction
of loading, 4.5 MJ/m3 with an estimated nanoframe/air
density of 0.6 g/cm3, rates among the highest values re-
ported for conventional isotropic polymer foams3 even
though the average effective strain of the nanoframe in these
cases is approximately 10%. This energy dissipation capa-
bility implies of the nanoframe structure can be tuned to
provide dissipation mechanisms that engage more of the
material in plastic deformation than found in more tradi-
tional cellular structures where bending and hinged plasticity
may be dominant.

To understand the local deformation mechanisms leading
to the modulus transition and the dissipation transition, we
performed linear elastic calculations of vertically contracted
nanoframe models under uniaxial compressive stress.36 The
von Mises stress contours in Figure 4, normalized to that of
a uniform solid under the same stress, show how the stress
distribution evolves as FR is reduced. Besides a general trend
in the maximum and overall stress levels being inversely
proportional to FR, there is a dramatic dependence of the
distribution in the high-stress regions on FR. Larger FR

nanoframes (Figure 4a) show a relatively more uniform
distribution of stress throughout the structure indicating that
these materials can be deformed by the applied compressive

FIGURE 3. Assessment of plastic deformation in the nanoframes.
(a) Degree of residual deformation (DRD) is plotted for the two
different maximum loads with 1 - FR line (dashed). (b) Dissipation
as a function of maximum indentation depth for the two maximum
loads. A warmer fill color represents higher FR and dashed lines are
linear fitting curves. (c) Energy dissipation by plastic deformation
of a nanoframe is shown as a function of FR for the two different
maximum loads, 0.6 and 1.2mN. (d) A quadrant view of the
calculated volumes of the plastic zone under a load of 0.6mN by a
10 µm radius spherical indenter, where the plastic zone is defined
by the volume having more than 2% plastic strain.
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load through shearing of the diagonal struts as well as
compression of the vertical posts. In contrast, nanoframes
with low FR (Figure 4c) show high stress regions localized in
the diagonal struts indicating that these structures can be
deformed by the applied compression through shearing of
the diagonal struts. Nanoframes with FR close to the transi-
tion FR (Figure 4b) show an intermediate state. The stress
contours do not suggest any form of bending mode. There-
fore, the greater dissipation observed in these nanoframe
structures when compared against those values for more
conventional cellular materials lies in their ability to dissipate
energy through plastic shearing of diagonal members as well
as the vertical members. The stress concentration aspect of
the distributions is explicitly shown in the standard deviation
plot of stress distributions in Figure 4d. Because regions with
higher stress-concentration initiate plastic deformation lead-
ing to large local strains, it is evident that a nanoframe with
smaller FR will undergo more plastic deformation with
accompanying higher energy dissipation at lower loads since
the plasticity is initiated by yielding the smaller section of
the diagonal struts via shear as opposed to the larger section

by compression. We also see that the standard deviation of
stress distribution is exponentially increased for FR less than
0.65, which is in agreement with the transition point ob-
served in modulus and energy dissipation. Thus, the trend
in Figure 4d explains why the transition point exists, and
how a nanoframe comprised of less material can dissipate
more energy. To clearly show the positional dependence of
the plastic deformation, we indented a nanoframe (FR )
0.54) to a much higher maximum load of 6 mN, and cross
sectioned the center of the indent mark by focused ion beam
milling (see Figure 4e). The vertical air gaps between posts
are compressed far more than the height of the posts,
indicating that shear-dominant deformation occurs primarily
in the diagonal struts, as expected for nanoframe with a
small FR (Figure 4c).

In summary, we examined how the mechanical proper-
ties of bicontinuous cross-linked polymer/air nanoframes
depend on the volume fraction of solid using a nanoinden-
tation technique. Periodic bicontinuous nanoframes show
several distinctive mechanical characteristics compared to
traditional randomly structured cellular materials. Because
of their anisotropic nature, spherical indentation deforma-
tion leads to a 3-fold symmetric residual indent according
to AFM as well as a modulus-relative density scaling expo-
nent of 1.26, less sensitive than conventional foams that
tend to be bending dominated. Moreover, the modulus of
nanoframes does not vary monotonically with their FR,
instead the modulus exhibits a transition point near FR )
0.65, and the energy dissipation is also seen to transition at
this same FR. The energy dissipation characteristics during
indentation are studied with numerical simulations. All
nanoframes exhibit quite large values of energy dissipation
on the order of MJ/m3. Moreover, reducing FR to as low as
0.50 allows the nanoframe to dissipate 25% more energy
per unit volume than for a FR of 0.75. In this situation, “less
(material) is more (energy absorption)”. The estimated
energy absorption per volume in the present nanoframes is
already comparable to the highest values achieved in con-
ventional polymer foams but at a far smaller strain. We
utilize simulation of representative volume elements of the
nanoframe microstructures to identify the deformation
mechanisms underlying the transition in modulus and dis-
sipation with FR as well as underlying the remarkable energy
dissipation per unit volume achieved in these structures.
These simulations find a transition from shear-compression
combined deformation to shear-dominant one as FR is
decreased below 0.65; these same deformation modes
provide the enhanced energy dissipation. These mecha-
nisms are in contrast to the typical bending and buckling
modes observed in more conventional cellular structures
and suggest alternative microstructural designs for achieving
and optimizing energy dissipation. Although we have dem-
onstrated the enhancement of mechanical properties of
nanoporous materials using a single interference litho-

FIGURE 4. Theoretical von Mises stress distributions of nanoframes
for three values of FR, (a) 0.75, (b) 0.65, and (c) 0.50, respectively,
under a same compressive stress along the [111] direction. The level
of stress is normalized to that of the 100% solid. The initial height
of each unit cell (h0 ∼ 1.61 µm) is vertically contracted to reflect
the experimentally observed shrinkage. (d) The standard deviation
of the local stresses within a single unit cell as a function of FR

represents the degree of concentration of the stress (red circle). The
three deviations corresponding to the stress maps in (a-c) are
marked with the same figure letters. A solid line is a linear fit for
high FR. (e) A cross-sectional SEM image (52° tilt) of a focused ion-
beam milled nanoframe shown along with magnified images of
three selected regions. The cross-section plane is (112̄). A corre-
sponding cross-sectional model in the inset is generated by shifting
the original unit cell (112̄) boundary face 75 nm along the [1̄10]
direction to reflect the actual SEM image.
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graphic configuration, the results suggest that future struc-
tural materials may be further optimized for specific condi-
tions.
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